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CASA
DA TALHA

THE TRADITION
IS IN THE COUNTRY
It all starts at the front door: a smile,
a familiar voice, a warm welcome, the smell
of firewood and an unexpected feeling
of warmth. In Nordeste, on the island
of São Miguel, between the maritime
surroundings and the richness of the island
vegetation, lies your dream vacation.
Our traditional stone houses have been renovated according
to the identity and character of the island, keeping up with
its people and traditions. In this rural tourism of excellence,
you will find a tailor-made service and all the amenities,
comfort, privacy and tranquility you need for an
unforgettable stay.
Welcome to Tradicampo Eco-Country Houses.
Your home in the Azores.
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
IN A UNIQUE PLACE
Tradicampo’s success is largely due to the
passion that drives us and the dedication and
care with which we approach all areas and
details of the service. But the main reason that
allows us to provide you with an unforgettable
experience is the island that sustains us. It is
our responsibility to sustain it as well.

During the development of the
Tradicampo Project at its various
stages, all legal requirements and

The richness of the ecosystem of São Miguel

norms inherent to tourist activity were

island, the abundance of Laurissilva forest, the

taken into account as well as the

fauna that still persists there, the breathtaking

mitigation of the environmental

landscapes and the traditions that maintain the

impact associated with its

island’s identity and character are especially

management.

present in this area of Nordeste, which makes this
place truly unique.

Learn more about our environmental policy
and analysis and Eco-Labels.
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NEW TRADITION

QUINTA
DAS CYCAS

QUINTA
DAS CYCAS
The newest houses with the
Tradicampo Eco-Country Houses
signature are located in a stunning
property from the early 19th century,
in Algarvia. The main house and the
agricultural annexes have been

Enjoy the 360º panoramic views during a
croquet game; take in the best sunset in

converted into four charming villas,

the island during a hike, riding a bike or

with private circulation and access,

indulging in the infinite pool; these are a

surrounded by gardens, orchards and

few pleasures this cottage has to offer you,

contemplation areas that will awaken

which you can absorb slowly.

all your senses.
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www.tradicampo.pt

Quinta das Cycas includes 4 rural
accommodation units on a plot with a 5300
sqm fenced garden and orchard, with sea and
mountain views. The property has a shared
outdoor swimming pool with toilet facilities,
contemplation decks, a pergola and a croquet
court.

Cable TV, DVD and CD player, small library
and games (chess, cards, draughts)
Free WI-FI
Bicycles
Fire detection system
Private access to the house
Access to orchard and garden with shared pool,
croquet court, private parking with electric gate

Private outdoor space with outdoor furniture and barbecue grill
Welcome Basket:
bread and homemade jam, milk, coffee, tea, fruits, water,
butter and cheese, Donas Amélias and some groceries
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CASA
DO ARCO
QUINTA DAS CYCAS

by the fireplaceTime stops in the heart of
Quinta das Cycas. Cooking is made in a
wood-fired oven, books are read by the
fireplace and the view from the window
makes you want to stay forever. The rural
atmosphere inspires the interiors with all
its beauty and simplicity. The experiences
lived here can be shared or kept private
but will always be unique.
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CASA DO ARCO
Explore nature through the surrounding trails or simply gaze at it from
your window: from here you can contemplate Pico da Vara, the highest
point in São Miguel island, and with a little luck the Azorean Bullfinch
(Priolo) a rare endemic bird whose last refuge is confined to the Laurissilva
forest that exists here.

Tradition dictates that guests should not
lack anything. Casa do Arco has all the
necessary amenities and equipment to
make you feel at home.

2 Double Rooms

Fully equipped kitchen
with a traditional wood-fired oven

Living room with wood-burning heating system
2 Bathrooms

Capacity for 4 persons

Minimum stay: 3 nights

No pets allowed
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Open the balcony doors and let yourself be
allured by the sea breeze and the intense
greenery. Inside, enjoy the comfort that the
modern design adds to traditional decor.

ESTÚDIO
DA VARANDA
QUINTA DAS CYCAS

This is our definition of a refuge: the perfect place to
rest, breathe and be inspired, alone or in good
company.
Estúdio da Varanda is located on the top floor of Casa
do Arco. If you wish you can enjoy the house's full
capacity because there is communication between
both floors.
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1 Double Room

Capacity for 2 persons

Living room with wood-burning heating
system and fully equipped kitchenette

Minimum stay: 3 nights

1 Bathroom

No pets allowed

CASA DA
CISTERNA
Great memories are made of small
QUINTA DAS CYCAS

details: an old window, a romantic
little corner overlooking the
garden, the crackling fire and the
vase with flowers that perfume
this modern apartment of
beautiful stories.

Ideal for couples, Casa da Cisterna
reserves unforgettable experiences and
countless secrets.
But don't worry: what happens in the
house stays in the house, because your
privacy is our top priority.

1 Double Room
Living room with wood-burning heating
system and fully equipped kitchenette

1 Bathroom

Capacity for 2 persons

Minimum stay: 3 nights
No pets allowed
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O GRANEL
QUINTA DAS CYCAS

Have you ever felt like getting lost? Leave stress and
commitments behind, and let yourself be carried
away by the ocean's infinite blue in this villa's
balcony.
The Vigia da Baleia Viewpoint, 500 meters away from the
house, is the perfect spot to watch whales and dolphins
passing north of the island. If you prefer, get lost in a good
book story hearing the crackling of the wood, or enjoy a
traditional breakfast overlooking the green fields.
1 Double Room

Capacity for 2 persons

Living room with wood-burning heating

Minimum stay: 3 nights

system and fully equipped kitchenette
No pets allowed
1 Bathroom
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ALL TIME
TRADITIONS

CASA
DA FONTE
ALL TIME TRADITIONS

This rustic stone house stands out
majestically in the fields of the
Northeast, with basaltic colors that
contrast with the colorful flower
beds of hydrangeas. Of all the
Eco-Country Houses of Tradicampo,
this is the oldest construction, dating
from the 18th century.
Its renovation did not disappoint its
heritage and character in any way; you
can see it by the high ceiling and the
towering walls that have deeply rooted
the house in the ground of the island, as
if it belonged here forever.

The modern details provide guests with unique privacy
and comfort but it’s the most traditional symbols that
shape the personality of Casa da Fonte. The wood fire
oven allows to cook traditional dishes; enjoy them on the
wonderful porch, overlooking the sea and the mountain.
The leafy trees in the garden invite you to relax in the
shade on warmer days, and the living room with a
wood-burning stove awaits you in the coldest nights.
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CASA DA FONTE
The historic heritage of this house, the
natural richness of Algarvia and the
customised service make this rural
lodging a reference of excellence in São
Miguel; whether for exploring nature,
outdoors activities or simply to enjoy
the calm and small pleasures of country
life, in Casa da Fonte all your dreams
can come true.

1 Double Room

Private parking with electric gate

Living room with wood-burning stove

Private outdoor space with barbecue grill
and sea and mountain view

Fully equipped kitchen
1 Bathroom
Cable TV, DVD and CD player, small library
and games (chess, cards, draughts)

Welcome Basket: bread and homemade
jam, milk, coffee, tea, fruits, water, butter
and cheese, Donas Amélias and some
groceries
Capacity 2 persons
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Free WI-FI

Minimum stay: 3 nights

Bicycles

Ready for people with reduced mobility

Fire detection system
No pets allowed
Orchard and garden, croquet court

The bucolic serenity of São Pedro de
Nordestinho embraces the two country

CASAS
DO PÁTIO

houses that constitute the Casas do Patio.
In this part of the Northeast, you will find
the biggest treasure of this island:
freedom and tranquility associated with

ALL TIME TRADITIONS

maximum privacy and a distinctive
service of excellence.
In blue horizon, in green meadows, in a
charming garden of endemic plants and
colorful orchards, by the pool, in the flavor
of a meal prepared in a wood oven, in the
comfortable and warm interiors; here you
can find peace everywhere.
It’s yours, for as long as you like.
Casas do Pátio comprises two cottages on
a 1500 sqm fenced plot, with gardens and
orchards, sea and mountain views. The
property has a shared outdoor pool and
croquet court.
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2 Double Room
Living room with wood-burning heating system
and fully equipped kitchenette
with a wood fire oven
Upstairs living room

CASA
DO TANQUE

1 Bathroom
Cable TV, DVD and CD player, small library
and games (chess, cards, draughts)

Free WI-FI

CASAS DO PÁTIO

Bicycles
Fire detection system

The house where the former
owners lived, proudly takes on its
rustic style. It is in the attention to

Private access to the house
Access to outdoor space with barbecue grill and sea and
mountain views

detail that this house stands out

Access to orchard and garden with shared pool,
croquet court

and makes you feel like home.

Private parking with electric gate

Outdoor activities and hiking trails
are some of the main touristic

Welcome Basket: bread and homemade jam, milk,
coffee, tea, fruits, water, butter and cheese, Donas
Amélias and some groceries

attractions in the Azores, but

Capacity for 4 persons

contemplating nature without

Minimum stay: 3 nights

leaving the porch is the greatest

No pets allowed

temptation of Casa do Tanque.
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2 Double Room

Living room with wood-burning heating system and fully
equipped kitchenette

1 Bathroom
Cable TV, DVD and CD player, small library
and games (chess, cards, draughts)

Free WI-FI

A ARRIBANA

Bicycles
Fire detection system
Private access to the house
Access to outdoor space with barbecue grill and sea and
mountain views

From a plain farming building, a

Access to orchard and garden with shared pool, croquet
court

comfortable and vibrant vacation spot

Private parking with electric gate

was created, with unique charm and
peculiar attention to detail. Life in
Arribana is simple but never lonely:

Welcome Basket: bread and homemade jam, milk,
coffee, tea, fruits, water, butter and cheese, Donas
Amélias and some groceries

the ocean breaks into your bedroom

Capacity for 2 persons

through the window without notice

Minimum stay: 3 nights

and the sunset might show up for

Ready for people with reduced mobility

dinner without asking for permission:
No pets allowed

a unique experience that you
will never want to end.
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CASA
DA TALHA

This Tradicampo accommodation was originally built to house
a love story. Therefore, the reconstruction of this 30’s/40’s
decade house was carried out with great passion. Its stone
walls and traditional structure, and the charm of the wooden
slats that surround a bright and cool winter garden were
brought together in harmony.
From here you can see the ocean and let your imagination set
sail without destination.
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CASA DA TALHA
The homemade meals cooked in wood fire oven soothe the most
demanding desires. The crackle of the fire tells us stories that were
lost in time.
In the garden you can behold the lush vegetation of São Miguel
island and if you pay attention you can hear nature calling you.

1 Double Room

Bicycles
Fire detection system

Living room with a wood-burning stove
Fully equipped kitchen
1 Bathroom
Cable TV, DVD and CD player, small
library and games (chess, cards, draughts)

Garden and orchard , croquet court, car
parking
Welcome Basket: bread and homemade
jam, milk, coffee, tea, fruits, water, butter
and cheese, Donas Amélias and some
groceries
Capacity for 2 persons

Free WI-FI
Minimum stay: 3 nights
Private outdoor space with barbecue grill,
winter garden and sea view

No pets allowed
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Fall in love with this piece of paradise

Upon arrival we will walk you through your accommodation and the
amenities Tradicampo has to offer. We are at your disposal to
propose a tailor made program so you can enjoy the best during
your stay in our island.
And because memories evolve from what we absorb with our senses,
we like to cherish our guests with a welcome basket filled with fresh

MORE THAN GUEST SERVICE,
A PASSION

local products for a first delicious breakfast. Upon request, wood
oven homemade meals can be prepared in our traditional Casa da
Talha, Casa do Tanque e Casa do Arco.

Our accommodation offers you more than a
holiday stay, it offers you a story, written
with detail and illustrated with great
memories. The dedication with which we
perform is included since the moment you
make your reservation until the moment
you leave and take back your memories
with you.
One of the most important foundations of our houses is the
customized service and constant support during your stay.
Because it is a pleasure having you here with us, be prepared

Check in: after 3 pm
Check out: until 12 pm
Payment: cash, credit/debit card or wire transfer.

for a warm welcome. As hosts of this paradise island, we are
pleased to do the honours and gift you with a guided tour to
São Miguel island.

Change of towels (washroom and beach) and cleaning of your accommodation is done every three
days and change of bed linen once a week, except if ordered otherwise.
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It is not allowed to smoke inside the accommodation and no pets are allowed. The houses, its
surroundings and all available equipment are for the exclusive use of guests and no type of events or
parties are allowed.

www.tradicampo.pt
Estrada Regional Santana, 103
9600-162 Ribeira Grande
Azores, Portugal

geral@tradicampo.pt
+351 966 025 812

